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The Education ecosystem is experiencing a paradigm shift. Colleges and 

universities are increasingly becoming multi-campus. Collaboration 

amongst institutes across various geographies to leverage skill, scale, and 

economy is taking off. The complexities of digital transformation has 

further compelled institutes to explore innovative methods and connected 

technologies while addressing the numerous challenges that they are 

currently facing. 

The Cutting-Edge Technology for

Modern Education

Improving Student Engagement

for Better Learning Outcomes

e



eLite SIS-HigherED Enables You To

SIS Core SIS Add-on ERP CRM

Improve efficiency by adopting best practices and automating all processes

Have multiple languages’ support 

Create centralized notification center 

Achieve high level data security 

Have interactive dashboards and reports, predictive analytics 

Integrate various support functions such as HR, Finance & Accounting, Marketing, and

Inventory in a single platform for improved transparency and better administration Inventory in a single platform for improved transparency and better administration 

Enable collaboration amongst students, parents, faculty, staff and management seamlessly 

Build and maintain meaningful student relationship and parents’ confidence 

Deliver greater visibility to campus operations 

Strengthen partnership between parents and college management 

Enjoy the benefits of cloud hosting 

Address guardians’ grievances faster by integrating with social media platforms, social

listening listening 

University Management

Academic Management

Attendance Management

Provides a digital platform to perform all attendance related activities; 
attendance could be manually marked or device/s may be used.

Maintain the basic data needed for the system to function with the in-
stitute; define academic sessions, holidays, timetable, and other master 
data

Student Registration
Improve the institute’s registration process by digitizing forms and auto-
mating repetitive processes to make it easier for potential and returning 
students to sign-up for classes

Examination Management

Allow institutes to manage pre, post, and on-the-day examination 
activities

Results Administration

Provides facility for faculty to upload and assign student grades, trig-
ger approval process for the grades before posting and transcript 
generation

Certificate Management

Institutes can create, publish and digitally deliver documents for 
students and alumni

Manage complete information about the institution along with different 
course offerings

College /Multi Campus Management

Setup different campuses and their details in this module; Select which of 
the approved course offerings of the university is available for each 
campus

Department Management
On a more granular level, maintain the information of different depart-
ments/business units in the institution and define the faculty and the 
subjects they teach in this module

Course Management
Setup the different course offerings, prerequisites, curriculum, academic 
pattern, and the schedule for each

Subject Management
Manage subjects offered by the institute and their curriculum, the exam-
ination pattern, lecture hours etc

Fees’ Management
Define the fee heads and fee structure for all the financial transactions 
that the stakeholders may have with the institute. It may be in the form of 
fees, penalties, discounts, among others

Self-Service Portal Student Feedback

Provide a platform for students to speak their mind and contrib-
ute to betterment by giving their valuable inputs/comments.

Provide real-time access for the parents, students and stake-
holders to relevant information with an intuitive interface to 
enable meaningful engagement with the school.



Scholarship Management Hostel Management

Hostel Management module enables you to seamlessly manage infor-
mation, facilities and operations of a hostel.

Scholarship Management module helps manage any benefits given to 
the students on account of excellence/eligibility based on set rules. 

Library Management 

Library Management module helps you to manage and track multiple 
libraries and its resources.

Event Management

HRMS and Payroll

Manage employee lifecycle, leave and claims management,  train-
ings, appraisals and payroll.

Finance Management

Seamlessly manage finances and accounts of the institute on a 
single platform, integrating with various systems.

Asset Management
Efficiently manage the institutes’ asset lifecycle from installation, 
maintenance, repair, until disposal.

Inventory and Procurement Management

Seamlessly automate the management and approval process of 
procurement from purchase requisition until delivery. 

Marketing 

The module provides verticalized processes and workflows for edu-
cational institutions to increase student enrolment using various 
marketing techniques, thereby giving competitive advantage.

Sales
This is education verticalized sales module, that facilitates by stream-
lining processes for the sales team to handle the lifecycle of every 
lead, right from enquiry to enrolment. 

Event management module helps manage the various events conducted 
by the institution.

Transportation Management
Transportation Management module  helps manage the transporta-
tion facilities offered.

Placement Management

eLite SIS caters to all activities that the placement cell may need, right from inviting companies, posting jobs, to coordinating interviews and finalising placements.

One-way communication method to deliver important informa-
tion to various stakeholders via e-mail, SMS or direct notifica-
tions.

Two-way communication method fulfilling the responsive
communication needs of the institution to address the queries
raised by the stakeholders.

Best in class analytics to provide institutions with useful insights

on all the operational aspects. Power BI enhances capabilities of 

the system with forecasting analytics.

eQuaze is an Online Query Redressal System verticalized for education, that empowers your organization to manage queries
efficiently and effectively. The stakeholders can use this intuitive platform to raise their complaints/queries. The unique selling point 
is ease of use and process management for all those involved.

Counselling Management
Education nurtures young minds hence, guidance to students is vital.
Counselling module caters to the counselling needs of the students.
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Office 365 Comprehensive business & technology platform Power BI

Complete Edu Customer Engagement Solution

Students’/Parents’ Engagement

Social for everyone

Personalized  |   Proactive   |  Predictive

Manage Effectively

Care in Every Aspect

Progress Smartly

eLite SIS - The framework of effective 

transformation

The solution addresses the demand for digital transformation in schools by providing the 
stakeholders with the following:

   

Apar Technologies’ eLite SIS brings you the power of SMAC technologies by blurring the line 
between physical and digital learning environments. Our solution supports complete 
digitalization of education ecosystem through the SMAC-ready architecture. Your institute can 
leverage the digital convergence and become more innovative, competitive and future-ready.

Measurable Learning Outcomes
Increased Return On Investment 
Increase Operational Efficiency, IoT based approach
Better Student Engagement and loyalty through personalised communication platform 
Better Decision Support System, Intelligent Analytics using AI
Single platform, Standardized processes, Adherence To Quality
Security, Security, Availability And Reliability (The Microsoft Promise)
Scalability Of Business Operations


